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PAF List Specification 

Overview 

This list contains all current valid addresses for the given Postcode Area. 

A delivery point is composed of a combination of the following elements. Not all 
elements are present for each delivery point. Postcode and Post Town are the only two 
elements that are mandatory. County is no longer required as part of a correct postal 
address and therefore is not supplied. 

Field Description 
 
Field Name Type Width 

UDPRN Number Integer 
Organisation Name Text 60 
Department Name Text 60 
PO Box Text 255 
Building Name Text 50 
Sub-Building Name Text 30 
Building Number Number Integer 
Thoroughfare Text 255 
Street Text 255 
Double Dependent Locality Text 35 
Dependent Locality Text 35 
Post Town Text 30 
Postcode Text 8 
Postcode Type Text 1 
DPS Text 2 
SU Organisation Flag Text 1 

Notes 

UDPRN 

The Unique Delivery Point Reference Number (UDPRN) is an 8-character code that can 
be used instead of the current address keys on PAF®. 

In summary: 

1. Simple, unique reference number for each Delivery Point 
2. Far less likely to be reused than the existing PAF Keys 
3. 8-character numeric code 
4. A new UDPRN is automatically assigned to each new Delivery Point added to PAF 

Address Details 

An address is composed of the following address elements. 
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Premise Elements 

- Sub Building Name 
- Building Name 
- Building Number 

Thoroughfare Elements 

- Thoroughfare (name and descriptor) 
- Street (name and descriptor) 

Locality Elements 

- Double Dependent Locality 
- Dependent locality 
- Post Town 
- Postcode 

Premise Elements 

A combination of these elements may be present. A Sub Building Name cannot be 
present on its own. There will always be Building Name or Building Number data present 
when a Sub Building is present. 

If the address relates to an Organisation Name then it is possible that none of the 
premise elements will be present. 

If the address relates to a PO Box then it is possible that none of the premise elements 
will be present.  

Building Number 

When blank this indicates that a building number is not required for this address. 

Thoroughfare Elements 

There may be no Thoroughfare information present for an address. This usually occurs 
in rural areas when the Locality information identifies the location of an address. 

Thoroughfare cannot be present on it’s own, there will always be Street data present 
when a Thoroughfare is present. 

Locality Elements 

A Locality is a geographic area. Currently PAF holds details of approximately 30,000 
Localities in the UK. 

A Locality consists of a Post Town, with Dependent Locality and Double Dependent 
Locality further defining the geographic area where required. The Post Town will always 
be present – all Localities have a Post Town. For some Localities this will be the only 
element present. A Double Dependent Locality can only be present where a Dependent 
Locality is present. 
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Postcode 

Formerly a Postcode could contain between 1 and over 300 addresses. This is now 
restricted to a maximum of 100 although the average number of addresses per Postcode 
is 15. 

There can be only one Locality per Postcode – all addresses in a Postcode have the same 
Locality. 

Formerly a Postcode could cover addresses on up to 12 Thoroughfares (streets). This is 
now restricted to 1 although some existing Postcodes may contain more. 

Postcode Type 

Postcode Type is ‘S’ for small users and ‘L’ for large users. 

PO Box Number 

PO Box numbers are only allocated to Large Users. 

DPS 

The Delivery Point Suffix (DPS) is a unique Royal Mail 2-character code (the first numeric 
& the second alphabetical – e.g. 2B), which, when added to the Postcode, enables each 
live Delivery Point to be uniquely identified. Once the Delivery Point is deleted from PAF 
the DPS may be reused (although they aren’t reused until all remaining Delivery Points in 
the range have been allocated). The DPS for a Large User is always '1A' as each Large 
User has its own Postcode. 

Only numbers 1-9 appear in the numeric position, and letters C, I, K, M, O V are not 
used. The maximum DPS can be 9T. So, in total, there are 175 possible DPS allocations 
per Postcode, from 1A to 9T. 

SU Organisation Indicator 

Can have the values ‘Y’ or space.  A value of ‘Y’ indicates that there is a Small User 
Organisation present at this address. 

Recency & Updates 

We update all our Postcode products every 3 months and you will be notified when the 
updated Postcode List spread sheet is available for download if you have a current 
annual subscription. 

It should be noted that, as updates are 3 months apart, addresses may be deleted or 
added in this period and therefore not reflected until the next updated list becomes 
available. 
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